REAL JACKS
Product Number: RJ6K

**FASTER**
Set up in under one minute.

**SAFER**
Won’t tip over.

**SMARTER**
Separate sides can be used on uneven ground.
CONVENIENT WIRE PULLING

- Easily lift heavy wire reels.
- Can be used with 22” to 66” spools.
- Fits compartmentalized reels.
- Fast and easy to jack up.
- No drills or extra tools required.
- Closed arbor axle and eliminates the risk of spool derailment or horizontal traveling.
HAND CRANK is top mounted for easier lift and leveling. Won’t interfere with arbor positioning, axle, jaw, carriage or spool.

FOUR 20,000 lb SEALED BEARINGS make wire pulling smooth and easy.

PULLPIN locks in place for safer operations.

T-BASE FOOTPRINT means it can’t tip over. Separate sides are safer on uneven ground.

ADJUSTABLE HANDLE is ergonomically designed for even balance.

COMPACT AND LIGHT so it’s easy to carry and transports easily. Folds down and stores on the iTOOLco Real Tender or Jack Rack.

5/8”W x 3”L BENT HITCH PIN with integral locking tab is sturdy and rated at 10,000 lbs

REAL JACKS
Product Number: RJ6K
SPECIFICATIONS

Model: RJ6K
Description: Real Jacks
Length: 37”
Width: 10” per side
Lowest Height for 22” Spool: 11-1/2”
Height for 66” spool: 38-1/2”
Weight: 35 lb. per side
CONTACT YOUR ITOOLCO REP FOR PRICING